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Hem presents the new collection of furniture, lightning 
and accessories at Biennale Interieur in Kortrijk.

The Stockholm-based design company Hem will present new additions to 

its premium collection of furniture, lighting and accessories at Biennale Interieur 

in Kortrijk from October 18. – 22. The showcase will be the products‘ fi rst 

presentation after their highly promising debut at this year’s Milan Design Week. 



Continuing their sucessful practice of collaborating with the world’s leading 

designers, Hem will introduce five outstanding new product families: the Kumo 

Sofa by Norwegian studio Anderssen & Voll; the Kendo Chair by Italian design 

duo LucidiPevere; the Stripe Tufted Rug by modernist fashion designer Arthur 

Arbesser, a reimagined version of the Hide Pedestal by Karoline Fesser as well as 

the Alphabeta Floor Lamp by Italian designer and long-time Hem collaborator, 

Luca Nichetto. In addition to these works, Hem will showcase a curated selection 

of the brand’s existing collection of high-end design, comprising accessible fur-

niture and versatile homeware, including the recently debuted Vienna Throw by 

Arthur Arbesser as well as a fine range of products realised in cooperation with 

renowned Belgian designers Sylvain Willenz and Julien Renault.The display will 

also feature colorful acoustic panels from fellow Swedish design brand BAUX.

THE NOVELTIES 2018

The Kumo Sofa 

 

 Kumo (Japanese for ‚cloud‘) is a ship-smart modular system by

Norwegian designers and sofa-virtuosos Anderssen & Voll. Based on a single  

module, Kumo can be configured as a 1,2,3,4-seater and beyond, as well as in a 

row or cornerconfiguration. Available in three texture-rich woolen fabrics -  

Gravel, Porcelain, Mare and ultra-soft tan leather. Kumo offers flexibility with an 

innovative frame and cushion construction allowing components to easily be  

added, removed or rearranged as your living circumstances change.

— Available from: Beginning of October 2018 —

The Kendo Chair 

 

 Designed by acclaimed Italian designers LucidiPevere, Kendo’s smooth lines and 

outside grooves ensure a friendly and ergonomic armchair perfect for dining as 

well as working. Lightweight and made with detachable legs for easy shipping, 

the Kendo is equipped with wooden or metal legs and is available in three subtle 

shades of upholstery made in Norway and Germany.

— Available from: End of 2018 — 



Hide Pedestal 

 

The new edition of the Hide Pedestal, by Cologne-based designer

Karoline Fesser, builds on the minimal design of its predecessor, but now offers 

more space with the addition of an extra shelf. Made from powder-coated steel, 

Pedestal’s formal geometric body conceals useful storage compartments; simply 

rotate it to display or hide your favorite items. A concealed spherical hole allows 

for neat cable management for electrical devices.

— Available Online —

Stripe Tufted Rugs 

 

Inspired by contemporary architecture, the Stripe Tufted Rug is designed by Mi-

lan-based fashion designer Arthur Arbesser. Tufted in 100% New Zealand wool, 

the rug is finished with a short pile-height that guarantees minimal shedding and 

provides a silk-like luxurious shine. Stripe Tufted Rug is produced by a carefully 

selected family business in India, working according to global standards, such 

as Rugmark, SGS and Woolmark, to ensure the best quality, appropriate wo king 

conditions, and with no use of child labor.

— Available Online —

Alphabeta Floor Lamp

Following the success of the iconic Alphabeta Pendant Lamp, which was first 

introduced in 2015, Hem assigned renowned Venetian designer Luca Nichetto to 

create a floor light version of his design. The Alphabeta Floor Lamp is also bi-di-

rectional and comes in eight different shapes and four different colorways, offe-

ring a staggering 1.024 configuration options. Made of brushed metal in Italy, the 

chameleon-like lighting system, which features an accompanying online configu-

rator, is offered in a variety of designs, from flamboyant pink, to sleek black, or 

softer serene white.

— Available from: End of 2018 — 



NOTES TO EDITORS

About Hem

The Stockholm-based design brand “Hem” - Swedish for ‘home’ – was founded 

in 2014 with the aim of democratising design. With a range of over 300 products 

available in 34 nations, and the largest markets being the US, Great Britain,  

Germany and France, the brand’s nationality is somewhat of a side note. It is 

Hem’s digital channel that allows the brand to pull off what it envisioned from 

the start: to conceive and manufacture design of the highest quality, making 

it available to a greater public for a good price by cutting out the middleman. 

Hem’s “direct-to-consumer“ approach allows the brand to collaborate with  

manufacturers across Europe and to make the brand’s designs accessible for 

young aestehtically-minded design aficionados. For its collection, comprising 

products from rugs, shelves and sofas to accessories, Hem is working with some 

of the world’s leading designers, including Max Lamb, Luca Nichetto, Pauline 

Deltour and Philippe Malouin. 

www.hem.com 
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